SENIOR CITIZEN SCHOLARSHIP
Monroe County Residents age 60 or over qualify for a waiver of 50 percent of tuition charges. The amount seniors are required to pay, which includes all applicable fees, is indicated next to each class throughout the schedule.

SNOW/EMERGENCY CLOSING
MCCC will issue alerts in the event of emergencies and school closings or delays due to inclement weather. Sign up for MCCC’s Emergency Notification System at www.monroeccc.edu/emergency-alerts. A message will be sent via email, text or phone.

REGISTER EARLY!
DON’T LET YOUR CLASS GET CANCELED!
A minimum number of students is required to run each class and a decision to cancel a class is made several days in advance of the start date, so register as soon as possible. Waiting until the last minute to register for a class may be too late.

SEMESTER SYMBOLS
To register online, you will need to know which term your class meets. For this schedule, classes are in winter and summer term. Look for the symbol next to the course number to determine the appropriate semester.

TEXTBOOK REQUIRED
If you see this symbol, there is a textbook required for the class. It will be available at the MCCC Bookstore for purchase approximately one week before the start date. You should bring the textbook to the first class.